
Our residences
Lingotto is part of the Camplus Living network, which 
means hospitality and functionality at a good quality-price 
ratio. A wide range of services makes each of the residences 
unique and adequate to satisfy all of your needs. Camplus 
Living combines tradition and modernity creating, in 8 of 
the richest Italian cities as to history and culture, a perfect 
blend of past and present: places for welcoming which can 
make your stay even more pleasant. 

How to reach us
By car
The motorway system connects Turin to Milan, Venice, and 
Trieste (A4); to Bologna, Florence, Rome and Naples (A21+A1); 
and to Genova (A21+A26).
From Nice and Marseille, you can take A10 Genova-Ventimiglia 
motorway and then A6 Savona-Torino.
All the motorways end in the ring road. Take exit for Corso 
Unità D’Italia and follow the directions for Lingotto.

By train
From Porta Nuova and Porta Susa railway stations catch the 
metro towards Lingotto, get off at Lingotto. When the metro 
closes, you can take bus line 101. From Lingotto railway station 
catch bus line 18.

By plane
From Sandro Pertini Airport, about 16 km away from the city, 
you can reach the city centre by train, by taxi, or by shuttle bus.
Shuttle bus: it connects the airport to Porta Nuova railway 
station in about 40 minutes.
Train: it connects the airport to Dora railway station. Once you 
exit from the airport doors, just walk for about 140 metres and 
you will fi nd the platform to get on the train. The train stops 
also at Dora and Madonna di Campagna.
Taxi: taxies are parked opposite the arrivals exit.

A starting point to discover 
the wonderful city of Turin.
Camplus Living Lingotto: the modern
and functional alternative for your stay.

 +39 011 6939393
 +39 011 6939350
 info.lingotto@camplusliving.it
 www.camplusliving.it
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L I N G O T T O

Camplus Living Lingotto 
is at  8 Gallery, via Nizza 230, 4th fl oor northern ramp, 
Torino (Italy)

A place for welcome
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High quality services
After a job meeting or a visit to the monuments of the city, 
you can allow yourself  a well-earned rest at Camplus Living 
Lingotto, where single or double rooms, spacious and full of 
light, with the wonderful view of the Alps, the river Po, and 
the hills around Turin await you. But here you can also find 
areas for your business, a newspaper library, a laundry room, 
a reading room, a computer room, a gymnasium, and a coffee 
area.
Within a young and lively environment, a skilled staff is at your 
complete disposal in order to satisfy your needs and find the 
right solutions for your stay in Turin.

The hospitality you deserve
Located in Turin within the homonymous building, which also 
houses the Congress Centre and the exhibition centre Lingotto 
Fiere, Camplus Living Lingotto is a perfect blend of modernity, 
efficiency, and practicality, whether you come here on holiday, 
on study or on business.
Brightness and great functionality characterise every room, 
whether it is a meeting room or one of our bedrooms equipped 
with modern conveniences. Placed in the city centre, in the 
middle of an area full of cultural and professional exchanges, 
Camplus Living Lingotto is a peaceful spot, a good starting 
point to submerge yourself into the heart of the city life.

Turin: a city to discover
At the foot of the Alps, Turin was the capital of Italy from 
1861 to 1865, and before the capital of the Duchy of Savoy 
and the kingdom of Sardinia. It is a city with a historical and 
regal flavour, with its old-fashioned squares and its evocative 
porticoes of medieval architecture, its elegant residences of 
the House of Savoy and other buildings in art nouveau style. 
The symbol of the city is the Mole Antonelliana, which today 
houses the National Museum of Cinema.  Other places you 
must visit: Saint John the Baptist Cathedral, which dates back 
to the XV century and which safeguards the Shroud of Turin; 
the Egyptian museum (the world’s second most important 
after Cairo’s) and the Castle of Valentino.

For your business
A conference room with 70 places makes Camplus Living 
Lingotto suitable for meetings and professionals of every 
field. The room, with an unusual design trait which surely 
will give your event a particular mood, is equipped with 
the most recent audio/video technologies. For smaller 
meetings you can also use the meeting room, which can 
accommodate about 25 people, or the workshop room, very 
bright and suitable for small work groups (no more than 24 
people).
Camplus Living Lingotto also keeps a special eye on 
freelancers, reserving them a space for coworking, where 
sharing the same work place fosters a work concept 
based on exchange, dialogue, and cooperation among 
professionals belonging to different fields.

MAIN TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT

60/70 seats

Projector

Audio system
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